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Distance learning is changing the face of teaching. Classrooms
are being replaced by laptops and hugs by emojis! However, one
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thing that computer-based learning has not changed is teachers’
and students’ desire to develop strong rapport (Willen, L., 2020).
Rapport is defined as warm and respectful relationships. Rapport
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ONGOING
1. Get to Know Your Students
Teachers’ fundamental method for building rapport
involves getting to know each of their students and
students’ caregivers (Sparks, S., 2019). Theodore
Roosevelt said, “People don’t care how much you
know, until they know how much you care!” Teachers
express care when they invest ongoing time and energy
learning about their students’ and their caregivers’
thoughts and feelings. Rapport necessitates mutual
awareness and care of others’ wants, needs, and
concerns.

How Can Teachers Get to Know Their
Students and Students’ Caregivers Via
Digital Platforms?
A. Schedule Getting to Know You Meetings
Schedule time to meet with each of your students and
their caregivers using your virtual classroom’s platform,
phone, and/or video e-tools. These synchronous online
meetings should be dedicated to:
• Introducing yourself and/or announcing upcoming
virtual classroom events;
• Expressing enthusiasm about upcoming e-lessons
and/or of your students’ recent virtual classroom
accomplishments;
• Introducing or providing reminders of your online
office hours and other one-on-one distance learning
support opportunities; and
• Spending time listening, affirming, and supporting
your students’ and their caregivers’ expectations,
preferences, and concerns about virtual instruction.
B. Assign a My Wishes Activity
Students can be encouraged to complete (independently
or with caregiver support) a My Wishes Activity. This
activity involves students either typing, writing, drawing,
and/or dictating their wishes as to how they would
like to be treated by you and their classmates while
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engaging in distance learning. Students can upload a
text document or photograph of their completed activity
onto the virtual classroom platform. Alternatively, young
students (Pre-K and K) can meet with you, one-oneone, via video conferencing, to discuss and record their
responses. Use students’ responses to create your virtual
classroom’s rules and norms.
C. Use Online Interest Surveys
Students can be assigned to complete one or more
online “Interest Surveys”. There is an abundance of
these surveys on the internet. Use the information
you garner from their responses to select lesson texts,
themes, and/or learning activities that you can match
to your students’ interests. You can also use this
information to create e-lesson extension activities and/
or to develop common interest online research projects.
Students are much more motivated to invest effort into
learning about what interests them most!

2. Engage Families
Many students, especially young learners, lack the
necessary computer literacy skills for engaging in
distance learning independently. As a result, distance
learning is causing caregivers to become their children’s
home-based computer literacy specialists. Building
teacher/student rapport in this digital age warrants
that teachers recognize and appreciate caregivers’
behind-the-scenes computer literacy support. One way
teachers can demonstrate value for this support is to
provide caregivers with opportunities to take center
stage in their children’s virtual classrooms.

How Can Teachers Engage Families Via
Digital Platforms?
A. Incorporate Our Families are Awesome Guest Talks
Invite your students’ families to be virtual guest
speakers by video conferencing with your classroom
(Gonser, S., 2020). They can share their knowledge
online, during the school day, on topics that they are
passionate about and that fit within your classroom’s
curriculum.

B. Make use of Watch Us and Learn Presentations
Encourage your students and their caregivers to
collaborate in recording asynchronous, virtual
presentations. A student can co-present, with one
of their caregivers, how to perform a favorite hobby,
fitness routine, or game that relates to one of your
curriculum topics.

START OF THE DAY

• Uplifting background music;
• The use of visuals, like photos, clip art, video clips, or
memes (Stickers, GIFs or Emojis); and
• Using props, like having puppets say, “Good Morning”,
or the teacher wearing silly hats or a costume.
Digital Sunshine Greetings can be enhanced by
including:
• A motivational teacher slogan, like: “Today is the first
day of the rest of your life!” or “Today is a brand-new
day with wonderful new opportunities!”
• Age appropriate motivational quotes

3. Send Virtual Greetings
Teachers who start their school day on a positive
emotional tone can significantly impact their students’
motivation to learn. A simple warm, heartfelt, virtual
“Good Morning” has the power to set such a tone
(Gonser, S. 2020). Virtual greetings can be sent to
students at any time of the day but, arguably, are most
effective, when sent 15-to-30 minutes prior to the day’s
first online lesson. Receiving a virtual greeting can make
the difference as to whether a child is motivated to log
into their day’s online instruction, or not.

How Can Teachers Send Virtual
Greetings?
A. Send Digital Sunshine Greetings
Each morning, you can send a digital greeting to
your entire classroom using your virtual classroom’s
platform: Chat message, audio/video, and/or email
e-tools. In addition, you might also occasionally want
to send customized greetings to small student groups
or to individual students. For example, you can send
students who you know may be experiencing hardship
a virtual greeting that includes asking them how they
are feeling and offering encouragement.
Digital Sunshine Greetings include the following
characteristics:
• An enthusiastic tone of voice;
• A warm, heartfelt smile;

• A riddle (To be solved at the start or end of the
school day)
B. Encourage Students to Generate Their Own Digital
Sunshine Greetings
You can assign one or two of your students, per day,
to develop a creative digital greeting that you share
with the class. Alternatively, you could pair students
to form Sunshine Buddies. Sunshine Buddies can
each be assigned a classmate partner whom they are
responsible for sending a personalized digital greeting.

4. Build Comminity and Familiarity
Rapport is enhanced when teachers use activities
aimed at building classroom community and increasing
students’ familiarity with learning expectations. When
teachers make use of rapport building activities,
students experience that their thoughts and feelings
are valued ingredients in the learning process.

How Can Teachers Build Community and
Familiarity Via Digital Platforms?
A. Use a This Is How We Feel! Activity
At the onset of your day’s first e-lesson, ask your
students to either type a feeling word or post a meme
that represents how they feel (Gonser, S., 2020). Review
your students’ responses. As needed, schedule time
during the day to make private online contact with
students who may express feelings of concern.

• Gestures like waving hello or thumbs up;
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B. Play These Are a Few Of My Favorite Things!
Gather information, either from an online survey that
you create or from one-on-one online video interviews,
about your students’ favorite things (For example, their
favorite food, video game, movie, friend, memory, song,
musician, book, hobby, place to play, sports team, etc.).
At the start of your online classroom day, read out loud
a few favorite things that one of your students shared.
Then, have the class use either the chat message or the
microphone e-tool to name the classmate who they
think the favorite things refer to. This is a great way to
honor one student’s unique interests, per day, while
allowing classmates to learn about each other’s likes.
C. Include a We’re Doing WHAT Today?! Activity
At the start of each day, preview your distance learning
schedule. Previewing your schedule can help students
develop a sense of familiarity as to what will be
expected of them during the school day. Familiarity
increases feelings of safety and comfort. This activity
can also benefit your students by providing them an
opportunity to ask questions, clarify understanding, and
request assistance with upcoming daily e-learning tasks.
D. Use Tech Checks
Students are more likely to embrace learning new
academic content when they feel confident with
how to practice using their virtual classroom’s digital
routines. Digital routines are computer use procedures
(aka. Computer Literacy Skills) you expect your students
to possess and use on a routine basis. These can include
how to:
• Log in and out;
• Transition from one online platform or app to
another;
• Upload and download e-documents and
photographs;
• Send public and private online chats; as well as
• Use your virtual platform’s e-tools, such as the
audio/video, screen share, and whiteboard features.
Expecting students to gain proficiency at applying
digital routines a week or two after they are introduced
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is unrealistic. Practice makes perfect! For this
reason, each morning, conduct lesson opener Tech
Checks before engaging in content learning lessons.
Tech Checks involve asking students to practice
demonstrating their understanding of the day’s needed
digital routines before they are expected to apply these
routines independently for online learning. Reteach
digital routines as needed by providing your students
with frequent teacher guided practice opportunities
for mastery.

DURING THE DAY

How Can Teachers Focus on Their
Students’ Social/Emotional Needs Via
Digital Platforms?
A. Take Technology Temperatures
Taking the classroom’s Technology Temperature can
be conducted throughout the school day and is akin
to a Tech Check. Distance learning can quickly grind to
a halt when students are confronted with new and/or
complex online learning requisites. Students are much
less likely to remain engaged in learning if they become
frustrated by e-learning technical requirements. For
example, most students would find it stressful to try to
solve an online math problem if they were instructed
that they must first:
• Switch onto a new browser; then

5. Focus on Social/Emotional Needs

• Locate and download a new online platform; then

Teachers teach humans, not just subject matter!
Subject matter is teachers’ expertise. However, teachers
know that all the subject matter expertise in the world
cannot help a child learn if he or she is unmotivated to
do so (Willen, L., 2020).

• Enter the new password for accessing the new
platform; then

Virtual curriculums focused primarily on software
and hardware do’s and don’ts, state standards, and
assessments leave little room for meeting students’
social/emotional needs. Inadvertently negating these
needs can discourage rapport. Rapport requires that
teachers invest ongoing time and effort planning:
1. How they can best infuse virtual instruction with
opportunities to express care and concern for their
students; and
2. How they can support their students to learn to
express care and concern for each other, even while
learning remotely.

• Log into the newly created breakout room on the
new platform; and finally
• Download and save the newly posted e-document
that contains the directions for how to solve the
math problem onto their desktop.
By the time students complete the above kinds of
common e-lesson requirements, many will have
likely forgotten what they were supposed to be
learning about!
Throughout the school day, teachers can prevent and
minimize students’ frustration with distance learning by
ensuring to frequently take the classroom’s Technology
Temperature. Teachers should engage in this practice
each time a new and/or complex sequence of
e-procedures is needed to complete an online
learning task.

For example, taking your students’ Technology
Temperature during a synchronous lesson could include
you saying:
“Ok, boys and girls, before we move onto our next
activity, let’s take a quick Technology Temperature
check. First, make sure that your video camera is
turned on. Next, using your fingers on one hand,
show me how you are feeling about being able to
locate the online book that I just assigned. One finger
means ‘Not so good; I need help’ and five fingers
means ‘I’m ready to get started!’.”
This kind of student-friendly inquiry communicates
to your students that their feelings about distance
learning matter to you. It also allows you to
continuously gauge the classroom’s ongoing overall
emotional comfort level with distance learning
expectations. Moreover, it provides you with the benefit
of knowing when reteaching of e-protocols are needed.
B. Schedule Online 1 + 1 Conferences
Each day, schedule time to reach out to 3-5 of your
students for one-on-one virtual video conferencing.
Ideally, you should conference with students in a
private online breakout room. Limit these meetings to
three minutes or less. Set a purpose for the contact.
For example, you can conference about the student’s
level of comfort with the day’s online learning activities,
provide individualized assistance, or simply share
something you’ve noticed that your student did well
that day. This kind of personal contact can go a long
way in helping students experience that their teacher
truly cares about their needs and is always ready and
willing to provide support (Farah, K., 2020).

6. Foster Cooperation and
Collaboration
Building rapport involves sharing emotional bonds
that make cooperating and collaborating unfold with
ease. Unfortunately, the opposite is also true! Students
often find it awkward to communicate and participate
with peers, and teachers, with whom they do not
share a positive emotional bond. In brick and mortar
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classrooms, physical contact, such as handshakes, hugs,
and high-fives, have traditionally played a major role in
emotional bonding. Yet, today, many common forms
of distance learning, such as remote learning, thwart
physical contact.
“Does this mean then that distance learning prevents
emotional bonding? Bonding that is essential for us
to learn to effectively cooperate and collaborate with
one another. The answer, of course, is - No!”
It is true that virtual instruction, such as remote
learning, prevents teachers and students from physically
interacting. Yet, physical contact is only one way that we
humans emotionally bond. Smiles, using an empathetic
tone of voice, inquiring about how someone feels,
praising others, and looking at a speaker eye-to-eye
while actively listening are equally significant ways
we bond. Fortunately, all these emotional bonding
methods, which promote student cooperation and
collaboration, can be accomplished virtually.

How Can Teachers Promote Cooperation
and Collaboration Via Digital Platforms?
A. Create I.T. (Instructional Technology) Buddies
You can assign your students to one or more I.T.
Buddies. These are classmates paired for the purpose of
being available online to provide peer assistance and/
or seek peer support with online learning matters. You
could establish a digital norm whereas you instruct your
students to first reach out to their I.T. Buddy with any
technology related questions before contacting you. Of
course, when a student’s technology inquiry cannot be
answered by their buddy, they should know to contact
you and/or an appropriate school district online help
desk for assistance.
B. Create Pop-Up Buddies
You can assign student pairs to be each other’s PopUp Buddies. These are classmate partners that are
responsible for reaching out to one another, randomly,
throughout the school day to share helpful how-to
distance learning tips or to simply send encouraging
emojis to one another (Gonser, S., 2020).
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C. Make Use of Pair-Share and Square-Share Student
Discussions
Encourage your students to take turns responding to
distance learning questions that you pose by using an
online breakout room to gather into groups of two
(Pair-Share) or four (Square-Share) to discuss their
answers (Gonser, S., 2020).

8. Promote and Honor Choice

7. Validate Effort

How Can Teachers Promote Choice Via
Digital Platforms?

Rapport requires that we validate one other. Students
are much more motivated to invest the time and energy
needed for online learning if they feel that their time
and energy is valued. One way that teachers can affirm
students’ online efforts is to frequently provide public
and private affirming feedback. Teachers should be
cautious to not just provide affirming feedback to
students who demonstrate completing learning tasks
or who answer questions correctly. Rather, teachers
should affirm all students’ distance learning efforts,
regardless of whether their efforts result in the
correct answers.

How Can Teachers Validate Students’
Learning Efforts Via Digital Platforms?
A. Use Memes Are Worth A Thousand Words
Validations
Throughout the day, randomly post a variety of public
and private memes to symbolize, “Good Job!”. Post
memes liberally!
B. Use Do You Hear What I Hear? Validations
Ring a chime, bell, noise maker, or play a clip of upbeat
music as an audio signal to symbolize, “Good Job!”.
C. Create Shout Outs
Use public chat message Shout Outs to highlight a
specific student’s or a small group’s efforts.
D. Send This Certifies Your Greatness! Validations
Create and send online student certificates at the end
of large segments of learning (ex. weekly, monthly or at
the end of a unit).

Choice increases emotional investment! It
communicates to students that their thoughts and
preferences are valued. Teachers who regularly provide
their students with learning choices, and who accept
and honor those choices, are much more likely to build
strong rapport.

A. Incorporate Read Aloud Choice
Create and post a simple online survey as to the text
or book your students would most like you to read out
loud. The majority vote wins. An easy way to survey
synchronously is to provide students with a minute or
so to locate and post a Thumbs Up emoji in response to
their choice. The option with the most Thumbs Up wins.
B. Use Fun Friday Online Group Game Choices
Provide your students with a list of 3-5 end-of-the-week
online game options (ex. Charades, Bingo, Hangman,
Scattergories, Jeopardy, etc.). Based on majority vote,
you can engage your students, either in whole or
small groups, to play the online game.
C. Pose Classroom Spirit Celebration Choices
You can make a list of possible virtual classroom special
celebrations that can be held throughout the year.
These can be based on topics, such as: Holiday Themes;
Cultural Celebrations; Favorite Authors; A Genre Theme;
Unit Theme; or Silly Themes (ex. Wild Child Head Gear
Day, Backwards Clothing Day, Superheroes Day, or
Wacky Hair Day). You can have your students vote
as to which three, five, or more themes they wish to
celebrate. Afterwards, you can set dates and upcoming
virtual reminders of each theme to encourage as
many students as possible to participate. Your students
can also vote on how each theme could be best
celebrated online.

END OF THE DAY
9. Exit on A High Note
Strong classroom rapport requires that students
experience positive social/emotional classroom
interactions from the start until the end of the school day.
As such, it is important for teachers to ensure that their
distance learning days end on an emotional high note.

How Can Teachers End the Day on
an Emotional High Note Via Digital
Platforms?
A. Make Use of Digital Debriefs – Digital Debriefs are
whole group end-of-the day mini-lessons. They can be
used effectively for summarizing the day’s learning and
for clarifying misconceptions. You can lead a digital
debrief by:
• Summarizing highlights of what students learned
throughout the day;
• Providing small-group and/or individual praise for
their efforts that you observed throughout the day;
• As needed, clarify (reteach) one or two digital
routines that you observed many of your students
continuing to struggle with.
B. Include Time to Shine Showcasing
Show the class a student work product (ex. a homework
assignment, lesson activity, or other student-generated
work) that was uploaded onto your virtual platform
that day. Ensure to first ask the student for permission
before you share their work. Then, comment to the
classroom, how this product demonstrates one or
more important learning outcomes. For example, you
may talk about how the student’s work demonstrates
creativity, correct assignment completion, great
effort, collaboration, etc. Invite the classroom to send
the student whose work you showcased a private
celebratory meme signaling “Good job!”
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C. Use Adios Amigos Accolades (Spanish for Good-Bye
My Friends)
Encourage students to post a short chat message, or
to verbally communicate, something about the day’s
distance learning that they are grateful for.

10. Cultivate Curiosity and
Anticipation
Rapport does not need to stop after the school
day ends. Teachers can conclude their teaching
day by posting interesting musings for students to
contemplate, and talk to their families about, during
evening hours. In so doing, students can continue
engaging in constructive thoughts about their virtual
classroom even after the school day ends.

How Can Teachers Cultivate Curiosity
and Anticipation via Digital Platforms?
A. Use Intriguing Inquiry – End the day with Intriguing
Inquiry that causes students to ponder what they
will be leaning about during the next school day. An
effective way to craft this inquiry is to ask thoughtprovoking questions related to the theme of a book
that you plan on using the next day. For example, if
you plan on reading the book titled: “Chrysanthemum”,
your end-of-the-day Intriguing Inquiry could sound like:
“Boys and girls, this evening, I want you to think
about if it’s ever O.K. to make fun of somebody’s
name? Try remembering a time that perhaps
someone made fun of your name? What did you
do when someone made fun of it?” Then say,
“Tomorrow, we going to read a new book about
what one little brave girl did when people made fun
of her name. Hmm…I wonder what she did?!”

Your Show, But Don’t Tell! end-on-the-day talk could
sound like this:
“Boys and girls, tomorrow we are going to learn
about something related to these pictures (Then
show them the jump rope and numbers). Hmm…
I wonder what it might be? Tonight, I want you
to try to figure out what we might be learning
about tomorrow?”
Distance learning is causing students the world over
to grapple with many new demands. Demands that
for most are challenging and for others downright
frustrating! Motivating students to adapt to new
learning demands requires understanding and support
of their social/emotional needs. Arguably, building
rapport, perhaps now more than ever before, must play
a central role in classrooms. Rapport promotes safety,
stability, and familiarity. These are virtues desperately
needed to counteract the stresses many students are
experiencing as they attempt to adjust to distance
learning.
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Fortunately, students (and teachers) are amazingly
resilient. Think about it! On average, students spend
more than 1,000 hours with their teachers during
a typical school year (Sparks, S.D., 2019). This gives
teachers plenty of time to build rapport for ensuring
their students’ success!

B. Use Show, But Don’t Tell! – Pique your students’
curiosity of what they will be learning the next day by
showing them an interesting picture, meme, or object.
For example, if tomorrow you plan on teaching a math
lesson on skip counting, you could show children a
picture of a jump rope along with random numbers.
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